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GELS AND THEIR USE

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to gels, and particularly to

gels suitable for use in the separation, by

5 electrophoresis, of species, in a biological sample.

Background of the Invention

Proteins and glycoproteins are the central effectors

of health and disease at the cellular level. Numerous

attempts are being made to use molecular genetics and

10 genomics to discover proteins and glycoproteins central to

disease and infectious processes, as potential molecular
targets for drug delivery, as therapeutic entities in their

own right and as clinical diagnostic and prognostic

markers. While genomics has been a major advance in

15 understanding the molecular basis of biological processes,

it has currently two significant limitations.

Firstly, direct information on post-translational

modifications of a protein cannot be deduced from a

knowledge of its gene sequence. It is now apparent that a

20 large proportion of gene products exist in their final

state in a post-translat ionally modified form.

Furthermore, post-translational modifications (such as

glycosylation and phosphorylation) can profoundly influence

and control the biochemical properties of a protein.

25 Understanding of the structure and function of a protein,

or of a biochemical/disease process, is often incomplete

without a knowledge of the dynamic control of post-

translational modifications. Secondly, there are

increasing instances of post- crans lat iona 1 control of

30 protein expression, i.e. the presence or absence of mRNA

does not correlate to the presence or absence of the

encoded protein.

For these reasons, a next step forward is to build on

genomic data by understanding the patterns of protein and

35 carbohydrate expression, and of post-translational

modification generally in a biological or disease process



through direct analysis of exoresc^d ™* •expressed proteins andglycoproteins

.

In the general case, glycoproteins and proteins arepresented as complex mixture. Therefore, separation intoindividual components is a necessary step in theiranalysis. For example, the electrophoret ic separation ofspecies, e.g. proteins or carbohydrates, and including
glycoproteins, is a well Known technique. It is also Knownto use labelling techniques, e.g. Wlth a fluorescent labelfor detection of the species.

Gel electrophoresis of proteinaceous material isusually performed using free gels or gels backed ontoflexible plastics material. Neither form is suitable forboth spectroscopic (and preferahiu <n1 u ^rerabiy, fluorescence-based)
detectxon of proteins in crels and *,it- rtwia+ . ^ . -yeAS ana automated excision ofprotein spots. in thp <-a<=^ ~ ^ ~P ts. in the case of rree gels, the lack of asupport makes automated excision of spots inaccurate andunreliable; the gel is not sufficiently mechanically stable
to allow accurate maintenance of its position on a cutting
Platform. In the case of plastics-backed gels, the nature
of plastics materials, which are highly spectrally-active
provides a background, and particularly a fluorescent one'
which precludes detection of spectrally/ f luorescently-
active proteins in the gel.
Summary of the Invention

This invention is based on appreciation of the fact
that the disadvantages described above can be overcome
with consequential important, practical advantages. i n
particular, this invention provides an automated process
tor high-throughput parallel analysis of proteins and their
post-translational modifications, and also a protein-based
approach to functional genomics.

A first aspect of the present invention is a supported
two-dimensional gel suitable for use in electrophoresis, in
which the gel is covalently bonded to a solid support such
that the gel has two-dimensional spatial stability, and the



support is substantially non-interfering with respect to

detection of a detectable label bound to the species.

The spatial integrity of such a gel allows portions

thereof, containing separated species of interest, to be

removed, e.g. excised, for analysis, without destroying the

spatial relationship of other species in the gel.

Accordingly, reading/mapping of an array of species on the

gel can be used to direct sequential removal of species of

interest, without needing to compensate for gel distortion.

The process can thus be effectively automated, e.g. using

robotic means for removal or excision of the relevant gel

portions, on a reproducible basis.

A second aspect of the invention lies in apparatus for

use in analysing species separated on a gel, which

comprises

:

means for detecting the array of species, e.g. by

labelling thereof, on the gel, the gel being fixed to a

support that is substantially non-interfering with respect

to the detection of a detectable label carried by the

species

;

selecting one or more points of the array, as

containing species for analysis;

removing the gel at each of said one or more points;

and

analysing the contents of the removed gel.

A third aspect of the invention is based on. the

appreciation that a novel, automatable, integrated system

has bo.en provided, in which rraterials from biological

systems can be identified without human intervention. A

remote-controlled system is made available, for the

recovery, identification and characterisation of materials
such as proteins and carbohydrates. The process comprises:

(i) separating the species, e.g. before or after

labelling them, by applying the contents of the

sample to a gel, the gel being fixed to a

support that is substantially non-interfering
with respect to the detection of the label;



mapping the resultant, array of species-
selecting a point of the array a

."'
t -

species for-analysis;
containing

(iv) removing gel at the selected point;
.

(v analysing the contents of the amoved gel . and(vi) repeating steps (iii, , iv . a . .

%

9 X
'
and

t- i^i/, (iv) and (v), for 3rw-v+-H~Po.nt of the array, thereby Ucoverin" Icharacterise i„dlvidual *
=°Ver1"' «"»

Caasriptjon of th. t -.
n

p les -

Host components used in
the.seives *no„„. Their use CilTt^™ 1"V6"tiM
- sailed .an, ^ ™J -
quite simple. he lnvention

tJi:::;r:;xr;;tr:r
suitabie -

Sue. la.els are noT^ ^ 17^ 1,b" 1 -

P°lya=ryla»ide, „ay also be conventional
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pre te«r::PPL;i ;::s/nor
rrnc iabei-

co.patiMe with both fluorescent-fcased, densiLetrAasIdM ^«roscopy-oased detection o f proteins in gels (U)'-y be covalently attached to the class durinc or a terpolymerisation, and fiii) <=h™ • -

er

separation parties.
-impaired protein

funct^ T ^ eXamPle
'

91353 ° r °ther SUPP°^ »ay befunctionalised, e.g. using a bifunctional linger, and thegel may then be cast onto the lunctionalised support
in one practical embodiment, po lyacrylamide gels arecovalently backed onto glass pre-coated with an appropriatebifunctional agent, one functional element of whichcovalently attaches to the glass, and the other functionalagent to acrylamide. For example, glass plates are coated3x with a sufficient volume of 0.4% 7 -methacryloxy-Propyl-trimethoxysilane in- ethanol to cove^.the desired a— ofglass. such coated glass plates are then used duringcasting of polyacry lamide gels. As a result Qf ^
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coating, the acrylamide attaches covalently to the glass
during polymerisation, yielding polyacry lamide gels
covalently attached to feh,e coated glass plate (s) .

A supported gel of the invention may comprise gel
5 covalently bonded to one or both faces of a generally

planar support such as glass. a supported gel of the
invention is then suitable for separating, say,,
proteinaceous materials, by electrophoresis, in
conventional manner.

10 As indicated above, it is a characteristic of the
invention that, once separated, the species are held in a
stable array. A portion of the gel containing a single
species can now be removed without affecting the spatial
integrity of the array. Removal may be by, for example,
excision or localised application of an agent that
liquifies the gel, so that the desired species can drip
out. Removal of portions of the gel containing species
that are required for other analysis can be conducted
accurately and reproducibly on the basis of the map of
labels in the array that can be obtained, if appropriate
with reference to a standard. it will be readily

"

appreciated that this is very suitable for computer-
controlled analysis and selection.

Excision of the selected gel portions can be conducted
'"

25 using apparatus of the invention. Thus, a robotic device
can be provided, under remote software control, using as
its reference an image of the protein map obtained
following separation of prott.i.iaceous material. This
device can be remotely driven to perform
excisions/manipulations on a gel in an operator-prescribed
and operator-independent manner.

Such a device may comprise (l) a defined "frame" in -

which the gel is placed for obtaining the reference image,
and in which it is retained ' during all subsequent

35 manipulations; (2) a bed for controlled location of the
frame with gel; and (3) a movable x,y coordinate- locat ing
mechanism with drive attached to a changeable

20

30



manipulating/excision component which is remotely directed
through software for locating gel regions of interest'
prescribed by an operator and is capable of performing the /

desired manipulation (s) and delivering gel or gel-derived Imaterial to a defined position in a receiving chamber
/

If desired, the gel containing separated, labelled"
species may be used for storing/archiving. This may bebefore or (since tearing is unlikely) after parts of thegel have been excised. storage may be at reduced
temperature, e.g. as described in British Patent
Application No.. 9614477.9.

Once excised, known procedures can be used to analyse
the content of the gel, i. e . the separated species of
interest. Thus, for example, trypsin digestion can be used
to break down proteins. The release, labelling and
purification of carbohydrates can be conducted in known
manner. it will be readily apparent that more than one
species can be analysed, in parallel, using apparatus that
is integrated with respect to the separated array. Thus
for example, "known" spots can be used to confirm the
existence of species that are expected to be present in the
sample under investigation, while at the same time
obtaining results on other species of interest.

In summary, therefore, the present invention provides
an automated process for the recovery of proteins from
gels, fragmentation of recovered proteins, recovery of
derived fragments and analysis of the fragments to deduce
molecular information on the original protein (s) and the
associated post-translational modifications. By virtue of
the inventions described above, and development of an
automated chemistry work-station, all aspects of the
described operation are automated, from immediately after
a gel image is obtained to completion of molecular analysis
of protein elements. This automation allows, parallel
analysis of multiple protein elements and is operator-
independent.



The accompanying drawing is a flow diagram of

operations that may be performed on a mixture of different
proteinaceous elements, to allow separation, imaging and

recovery of individual* elements or sub-mixtures of

elements, followed their molecular analysis. As has been

indicated , all these operations can be provided in an

integrated, automated fashion, by virtue of the present

invention.

The invention is based on the initial separation of a

protein pool, whether from a body fluid, cellular or sub-

cellular extract, using 2-D gel electrophoresis. This

process remains unquestionably the highest resolution

technique for separating large complex mixtures of

proteins, being capable of resolving usually -5000 proteins

from a mixture. The technical drawbacks that have

previously limited the use of 2-D gels, namely

irreproducibility of gel casting, gel distortion leading to

difficulties in image analysis, gel archiving, and so on,

have been overcome by means of the invention. The 2-D

separation hardware and procedures have been redesigned to

allow systematic, controlled, and high-throughput

generation of reproducible 2-D"gel images.

In an illustrative procedure, gel images are analysed

using proprietary software to compare samples with respect

to unique and common proteins and also for sample

comparison with respect to coordinate expression of

"clusters" of proteins (to allow analysis of co- and-anti-

expression) . Identified proteins of interest are recovered

from the gel(s) using a software- jontrolled robotic device,

the use of which allows automated, operator- independent

protein recovery in a 96-well plate format. This robotic

device delivers excised proteins to a second robotic

chemistry work-station which functions to perform two

operations. First, in-gel proteolytic digestion is

performed on each protein, the derived peptides and

glycopeptides are extracted and separated by micro-HPLC.

This is interfaced directly to an electrospray mass



H

r 9 t0tSlly "uto"«™' Pro.t« ly.i.. lc . Es .
HC/MS on batches of 96 sampXes . Pepcide 5equences
searched against protein and DNA database, forcorrespondence and archived in an expanding database of

>
peptide MS /MS „ass and sequence information. The secondfunction of the che.istry „ork station is to performglycosylate analysis on each glycoprotein recovered £„,the gel, using proprietary chemistries and separation
technologies.

.

This entire process is designed to function as asingle integrated ..cell., capable of rapidly characterisingprote^s at the low ng level and performing glycosylateanalysis on a corresponding nu.ber, at the high ng levelThe entire process is controlled and driven by a completeLIMS system which both tracXs sample information includingpatient medical data and inputs data from each ooeration
into a corresponding expanding dataset.

.

A full bioinformatics capability is thus beingdeveloped, in which underlying data sets, each consisting
of annotated public domain data and proprietary data areable to be cross-interrogated using a variety of
algorithms. The underlying datasets range from detailed
sample information to gene expression and EST databases
through protein expression and sequence databases to a
database of post-translational modification. In this way
the full wealth of available biological data is integrated
into the sample/disease-specific analysis of protein and
post-translational modification, to allow a more systematic
and detailed analysis of a part ' ;uiar biological system or
process

.

The benefits of this technology derive primarily from
coupling complex high-resolution "images" of protein
expression with a high throughput, automated process for
characterising expressed proteins, glycoproteins and post-
translational modifications. The bioinformatics software
leverages this information using the growing genome and EST
databases to couple DNA to protein and post-translational
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modification information. This in turn will allow deeper.naly.i. and insight into the biochemical mechanise
underlying a biological process of interest and so to adescription of the proteins/glycoproteins central to thatprocess

.

Numerous applications of this protein-based technologyare envisaged especially in providing the following-
a deeper understanding of the biochemical basis ofseveral huinan disease mechanisms and of cellular
activation by parallel analysis of sets of proteins;
discovery of more relevant molecular targets for agxven disease process, including the very large
(>1000) but untapped family of enzy.es involved in
post-translational modification, protein folding and

15 mtra-cellular trafficking;
databases of differentially expressed proteins-
new protein-based diagnostic and surrogate markers for
disease;

characterisation of the serum biochemical phenotypes
20 of patients during clinical studies to correlate

response to expressed serum markers;
characterisation of the biochemical phenotype of
fungal and other microbial organisms;
biochemical analysis of the effects of proposed drugs

25 °n dividual cell/tissue-types, prior to/during
clinical trials.



CLAIMS

species.
detectable- label carried by the

2- A supported gel according to claim i

support is glass. ^ Wherei n the

3- A supported gel according to claim x or claim ,where.n the gel is polyacry lamide
*'

Afunctional linker ^ •

5- A supported gel according to claim * k*.

functionalised support. ° the

6- A supported gel according to any preceding ,
•

wherein the label is fluorescent.
precedl^ claxm,

7- A supported gel according to anv nrBra(1

9- A supported gel according to claim 7 or claim 8 ,which one or more portions have beenmeeting the spatial stability of 1^"'
10. An assay for labelled species by gel electron • "
whxc* comprises separating the specL

eleCtr°Ph°^s is
.

to any of claim, i - c
species on a gel according

the gel contalnl
" ' °™ ~ "°" P-t-ns ofy^x containing separated species - ^

•P«ti«l stability of the gel
P

an
;

"

1,:hOUC a»-«ng che

-id one or ,ote portions
9

'
th* ^ _

11- Apparatus for use in analysing
^1, which comprises:

separated on a

means for detecting the *

-

r
'

nf
the gel being fixed to a sup^^ T °" ^ ^

^ -
that is substantially non-



interfering with respect to the detection of a detectable

label carried by the species;

selecting one or more points of the array, as

containing species for analysis;

removing the gel at each of said one or more points ;

and

analysing the contents of the removed gel.

12. Apparatus according to claim 11, which comprises

robotic means for excising discrete portions of the gel.

13. Apparatus according to claim 11 or claim 12, wherein

the gel is a supported gel according to any of claims 1 to

8 .

14. An automated, integrated process for analysis of

species in a biological sample, which comprises:

(i) separating the species by applying the contents

of the sample to a gel, the gel. being fixed to a

support that is substantially non-interfering

with respect to the detection of a detectable

label carried by the species;

(ii) mapping the resultant array of species; 4zzr—
(iii) selecting a point of the array, as containing

species for analysis;

(iv) removing gel at the selected point;

(v) analysing the contents of the removed gel; and

(vi) repeating steps (iii), (iv) and (v) , for another

point of the array, thereby recovering and

characterising individual species.




